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Leander wins international design award
The Danish furniture company Leander, which is known for its design furniture for children, has won a prestigious design award
at the international award ceremony German Design Award. It is Leander's changing mat Matty that has thrilled the
international jury to such an extent that it is now honored with an award in the category "Excellent product design - Baby and
Child Care".
"Matty is outwardly a unique, useful and simple baby changing mat that is waterproof and requires no additional covers. The
combination of a non-slide base and high sides appears a safe and versatile aid for parents anywhere it is needed." These are
the words of praise for the changing mat from the jury.
Designed for the child
The Matty changing mat is designed by Leander's founder, Stig Leander. The idea has been to create a functional changing mat
based on the child who is to lie on the pillow. The result is a changing mat that is soft to lie on and easy to clean for the adult.
“The changing time creates an important contact between the child and the adult. It is therefore important to have a surface
that supports the togetherness. With Matty, diaper changes become more than just internships. It becomes a cozy moment
where the child feels safe and comfortable. We are incredibly proud and honored to receive this award. When I started Leander
in 1998, it was with a desire to create furniture that makes a positive difference for children and their parents. It therefore
means a lot that it is precisely the design and functionality that the jury highlights” says Stig Leander.
Matty is an all-in-one changing mat, made of a soft, water-repellent and hygienic foam material that contains neither harmful
substances nor endocrine disruptors. The child can therefore safely lie on the soft surface without a towel, or other cover. As the
changing pad is 100% waterproof, liquids cannot penetrate into the pad but can be easily washed away.
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About Leander:
Leander is an international furniture manufacturer, designing furniture for children. But it is not just about designing furniture. It
is about creating furniture that makes a positive difference and that encourages play, movement and creativity. Furniture
created to enhance development. And that makes life with children a little easier.

